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1Grammatical Terminology & Basic Clause Structure
1. Grammatical Terminology
In this course we use the standard grammatical terminology. We will speak of elements
such as ‘Noun Phrases’ (‘sintagma nominale’), ‘Prepositional Phrases’ (sintagma
preposizionale’), ‘Verb Phrases’ (‘sintagma verbale’) etc (and we will use the standard
abbreviations: NP, PP, VP etc). Following the principle that the best way to get an
extraterrestrial to understand what is meant by the word elephant would be to show him/her
an example of the beast (or, if no animal is available, a photograph of one), we will explain
these terms by showing examples of what they refer to. And we will start with the Noun
Phrase or NP. The following are Noun Phrases (whether in English or in Italian): 
our allies
il vostro errore
red wine
il pane bianco
the participating nations
some larger African countries
alcuni libri di storia
public transport
the reorganisation of public transport
These, by contrast, are NOT Noun Phrases:
very tired
gesticulate crazily
senza il pane bianco
ininterrottamente
un po’ deludente
so stupidly
at the end of the platform
gridava il nome della pianta
How do we know that the items of the first group are NPs? One answer is that they can be
used in ways that are not possible for the items in the second group. In particular they can be
placed directly before or directly after a verb and be understood as Subject or Object. This is
illustrated in the following:
Our allies abandoned us
We abandoned our allies
Alcuni libri di storia contengono errori
Hanno ritirato alcuni libri di storia 
Il pane bianco costa di meno
Non hanno mangiato il pane bianco 
It is sufficient to take the first item from the second list to see that this possibility does not
exist for these items (the asterisk* indicates that the structure contains a syntactic error):
*Very tired  abandoned us
1Notice that in 2 cases the NP in fact contains  more than one noun:
alcuni libri di storia
the reorganisation of public transport
This is because the lexical heads in question (libro, reorganisation) here select a Complement (see
below) and this takes the form (in each case) of a PP, inside which is an NP. Thus we have a second
noun that is lexical head of an NP embedded (‘incassato’) in a PP, which is itself embedded in the
original NP!
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*We abandoned very tired
Sometimes an item from the second list can appear immediately before or after the verb:
Senza il pane bianco costa di meno
Hanno mangiato senza il pane bianco 
Hanno mangiato ininterrottamente
In each case, the result is well-formed (there is no syntactic error as such), but crucially senza
il pane bianco (unlike il pane bianco in the preceding examples) is not interpreted as Subject
in the first example, nor as Object in the second.  The same applies (more obviously) to
ininterrottamente in the last example. So the NP has a particular syntactic potential (the
possibility of functioning as Subject or Object of a verb) that the other categories do not have.
Similarly, the other phrasal categories are associated with syntactic functions that are
characteristic for each of them. 
But there is another distinctive characteristic of  NPs and this time it has less to do
with how they can be used (their syntactic potential or ‘distribution’ as linguists call it) and
more to do with their internal structure. It is that every NP (or nearly every NP - we have to
allow for the possibility of elliptical structures) is somehow centred around a noun - i.e. it
contains at least one member of the lexical class ‘Noun’ (‘sostantivo’). We repeat the
examples given above, this time with the crucial noun underlined:
our allies
il vostro errore
red wine
il pane bianco
the participating nations
some larger African countries
alcuni libri di storia
public transport
the reorganisation of public transport
Indeed, the simplest sort of NP is one that contains a single noun and nothing else (in the two
examples that follow we see simple NP of this type functioning as Object and Subject
respectively):
They drank wine
Wine is not an appropriate drink on such occasions
This central, virtually indispensable element we call the ‘lexical head’ (‘testa lessicale’)1.  
3As we have just seen, the simplest type of NP consists of the lexical head and nothing
else. Most NPs, as the original examples suggest, are more complicated than this: they contain
the lexical head and some dependent elements. But the lexical head of an NP is always - and
by definition - a noun. If the lexical head of a given phrase is (for instance) an adverb, then that
phrase cannot be an NP (it will necessarily be an Adverb Phrase or AP).  Not surprisingly, our
failed candidate for use as Subject and Object very tired (see examples above) turns out to not
to be an NP on the present criterion: its lexical head is the adjective tired (so it must be an
Adjective Phrase or AdjP).
Having referred in passing to other types of phrase, let us now give systematic
exemplification of them: 
Prepositional Phrase/PP (‘sintagma preposizionale’/SP)
with our allies
senza il pane bianco
against the participating nations
in some larger African countries
of public transport
right out of the building
Verb Phrase/VP (‘sintagma verbale’/SV)
expresses her opinion
jogged
gridava il nome della pianta
danced for several hours
completely rejected the invasion
hesitated to invade the country
Adjective Phrase (AdjP) (‘sintagma aggettivale’/SAgg)
very dangerous
expensive
un po’ deludente
completely equivalent
indifferent to all criticism
anxious to succeed in her professional life
Adverb Phrase (AP) (‘sintagma avverbiale’/SA)
very quickly
ininterrottamente
so stupidly
completely inadvertently
unfortunately for us
more successfully than we had hoped
We now repeat these examples with the lexical head in italics in each case: 
Prepositional Phrase/PP - lexical head = preposition (P)
with our allies
senza il pane bianco
against the participating nations
in some larger African countries
4of public transport
right out of the building
Verb Phrase/VP - lexical head = verb (V)
expressed their opinions
jogged
gridava il nome della pianta
danced for several hours
completely rejected the invasion
hesitated to invade the country
Adjective Phrase (AdjP) - lexical head = adjective (Adj)
very dangerous
expensive
un po’ deludente
completely equivalent
indifferent to all criticism
anxious to succeed in her professional life
Adverb Phrase (AP) - lexical head = adverb (A)
very quickly
ininterrottamente
so stupidly
completely inadvertently
unfortunately for us
more successfully than we had hoped  
Again, the simplest realisations of each phrase type consists of the lexical head and nothing
else; more complicated realisations have the lexical head together with one or more
dependents ( or ‘satellite elements’). 
Aside from the five types of lexical element just observed (N, P, V, Adj & A) and the
five corresponding types of phrasal element (NP, PP, VP, AdjP & AP), the language contains
other sets of lexical-level elements that cannot be assimilated to any of these categories,
notably:
Conjunctions: 
that, whether, if (che, se)
Auxiliary verbs:
be, do, have, may, might, can, could, shall, should, will, would, etc (avere, essere)
Determiners:
the, a, an, some, any, no etc (il, la, un, alcuni,  etc)
2. Dependent elements in phrase structure
One thing in particular should be clear from the examples just discussed: a phrasal
element can occur inside another phrasal element as a dependent of the latter. Thus the PP of
public transport occurs inside the NP the reorganisation of public transport; and the PP of
public transport is itself made up of  the lexical head (the P of) and the NP public transport.
Similarly, the NP our allies occurs inside the PP with our allies. And most of the examples of
VP given above have a phrasal element occurring inside them as a dependent: in the first VP
example it is an NP (their opinions); in the fourth it is a PP (for several days), and so on. 
What we have called the ‘dependents’ appear - on the basis of the examples presented
5above  - to fall into two main categories. First of all, we find a series of elements expressing
‘degree’ (‘misura’):
un po’ deludente AdjP
completely equivalent AdjP
very quickly AP
so stupidly AP
completely inadvertently AP
right out of the building PP
completely rejected the invasion VP
As the examples suggest, degree elements are normally located before the lexical head, on the
extreme left of the phrase. 
Secondly, we find elements whose function (one might say) is to give concrete
expression to something that is implicit in the lexical head . Thus lexical heads like indifferent
(Adj)  or anxious  (Adj) or reorganisation (N) or hesitate (V) or reject (V) are all normally
understood as ‘implying’ or ‘involving’ something else. If someone is ‘indifferent’ there must
something towards which he or she feels this indifference. Similarly if there is an event of
‘reorganisation’, there must be something that is involved in this (in the sense of something
that undergoes the effects of reorganisation, i.e. is reorganised). And so on for the others. It is
as if these words come with a sort of empty slot attached to them that is waiting to be filled:
Adj indifferent   _ [                       ]
Adj anxious _ [                       ]
P against _ [    ]
N reorganisation _ [    ]
V hesitate _ [    ]
V reject _ [    ]
The elements that fill these empty slots - giving concrete realisation to something that is
implicit in the lexical head - are termed ‘Complements’. The examples given show that
Complements may take many forms:
Class Example Form class of complement
AdjP indifferent to all criticism PP
AdjP anxious to succeed in her professional life VP
PP against the participating nations NP
NP the reorganisation of public transport PP
VP hesitated to invade the country VP
VP completely rejected the invasion NP
The last case - a Complement that takes the form of an NP and occurs following a verb - is
perhaps the best known type. It is distinguished by a special name: Object (‘Complemento di
oggetto’). Interestingly, only verbs and prepositions normally allow Complements in the form
of NP; other lexical categories - Adj & N above all - generally select a PP. This is particularly
clear in the case of nouns derived from verbs (‘deverbal nouns’). Thus the verb reorganise is
followed by an NP/Object (as in the example that follows), but the noun reorganisation does
not allow an NP, requiring instead a PP:
6They reorganised public transport in New York V + NP/Object
the reorganisation of public transport in New York N + PP/Complement
Beyond these broad categorial preferences - verbs allow NP Complements, nouns and
adjectives do not etc - the question of whether a given lexical head allows (or requires) a
Complement and of what form that complement will take (PP, AP, VP etc) is a matter of the
specific properties of that individual lexical item. We can illustrate this with regard to 2
members of the V class: hesitate & reject:
Example Form class of complement
They hesitated to invade the country VP
They hesitated about the decision PP
*They hesitated the decision *NP
They hesitated No complement
They rejected the invasion NP
They rejected over the invasion *PP
*They rejected to invade the country *VP
*They rejected *No complement
The examples show that hesitate and reject are in sharp contrast as regards their selection of
Complements. Hesitate can appear with a PP or VP Complement, or without a Complement;
reject does not allow any of these solutions; it requires an NP/Object, which must be realised
and cannot be left implicit (from this point of view, it contrasts with a verb like eat, which also
selects an NP/Object but allows it to remain unrealised: Don’t disturb them: they are eating).
Notice that among the solutions which are not allowed we find things that are not obviously
absurd from the semantic point of view (in other words, we can quite easily see what they
would mean, if they existed):
*They rejected to invade the country *VP
*They hesitated the decision *NP
The first might mean ‘they rejected the proposal to invade the country’. The second might
mean ‘they subjected their decision-making process to hesitation’. But in fact neither
formulation is correct (native speakers simply do not say such things, or, if they do happen to
say them, they immediately feel the need to correct themselves).  The point we are making is
that there is a degree of arbitrariness (alongside much that is systematic, it is true) in the
selection of Complements: a given lexical head may disallow a complement that our common
sense suggests it should allow (conversely, it may allow a Complement that our common sense
suggests it should not allow, but we will not go into this here). This means that when we are
using a language that is not our own, we cannot simply follow our intuitions; we need to have
a good dictionary available and make systematic use of it to check what sort of Complements
a given lexical head allows or requires. Dictionaries specifically compiled for non-native
learners/users of a language often give much more explicit information on this than
dictionaries intended for native speakers (which rely on the fact that native speakers know
how most common words in their language have to be used). And when one uses a foreign
language one has to be aware of the fact that usage in one’s native language may be a poor
guide as to what is allowed in the foreign language. A very simple illustration will suffice here.
Both English and Italian have a verb derived from the noun telephone/telefono: English
2It is worth pointing out that in the traditional grammar of Italian the elements which
we are calling Modifiers would in fact be called Complements (‘complemento di modo,
complemento di luogo, complemento di durata’). Using the term ‘Complement’ for these
elements obscures the difference between lexically selected elements (i.e. elements required by
the lexical head) and freely added elements. We will avoid this usage of the term
‘Complement’. 
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telephone & Italian telefonare. Common sense might suggest that these two verbs (which
describe the same sort of real-world action) require the same complementation, but in fact this
is not the case:
She telephoned her lawyer NP/Object
*She telephoned to her lawyer *PP
*Ha telefonato il suo avvocato *NP/Object
Ha telefonato al suo avvocato PP
The English verb allows an NP/Object, while the Italian verb doesn’t. Common sense is an
even worse guide crosslinguistically!
Apart from Complements (and ‘degree’ elements), we frequently find other elements in
phrasal structures (‘sintagmi’). Consider the following:
VP danced for several hours PP
VP gesticulate crazily AP
VP jogged energetically in the park AP + PP
NP the very sudden reorganisation of public transport AdjP
The elements underlined are not like the elements that we have been considering so far:
although these elements provide important descriptive information, they are not there because
they correspond to specific requirements of the lexical head. There is nothing in the verb
gesticulate or the verb jog that requires us to insert an element describing the manner; nor is
there anything in this latter verb that obliges us to insert an element that says where the event
of jogging took place; nor again, in the case of the event of dancing reported in the first
example, is there anything in the verb dance that obliges us to indicate how long the event of
dancing lasted. Information regarding the manner in which the action proceeds, where it takes
place, and how long it lasts can be freely added to practically any verb (and the same applies
to a noun that denotes an event, as in the last example). The elements in question, then, are
not specifically linked to the lexical heads they appear with. And this makes them very
different from Complements2, which (as we have seen) are specifically linked to the lexical
head in the sense of being concrete realisations of something implicit in that head. The term
reserved for these freely added elements is ‘Modifiers’, and when the elements in question
occur in VP they are frequently called  ‘Adjuncts’ or ‘Adverbials’. One important point that
depends on the distinction between Complements and Modifiers is that when a lexical head is
accompanied by a Complement and a Modifier, the correct order is normally the one in which
the Complement (C) follows the head directly and the Modifier (M) follows the Complement:
danced a tango (C)  beautifully (M)
*danced beautifully (M) a tango (C)  
8built  a house (C) in the village (M)
*built  in the village (M) a house (C) 
Returning to our original examples of Modifiers, let us contrast them with the
following:
lasted for several hours PP - duration
behaved crazily AP - manner
arrived in the park PP - locative
Here we have the same elements (for several hours, crazily, in the park), but this time the
lexical heads are different and arguably the underlined elements here are Complements, not
Modifiers. Why? Because the expression of a specific duration is central to the verb last (in a
way that it is not for the verb dance); similarly, the expression of a specific manner is central
to the verb behave (it cannot normally be used without an accompanying AP), and the
expression of a location is central to the verb arrive (in a way it is not for the verb jog) - for
the simple reason that arrive means ‘end up in x location’.
An additional point can be made on the basis of the examples just considered. Above
we said that each phrasal category has some distinctive or characteristic syntactic function,
mentioning in particular the functions of Subject and Object for NP. What our most recent
examples show is that the same phrasal categories can appear sometimes with one function
(Complement) and sometimes with another (Modifier - or Adjunct/Adverbial). This even
applies to NPs: 
The party lasted all night Complement
The girls danced all night Modifier/Adverbial
This basic fact, that the same phrasal category can realise more than one syntactic function,
does not invalidate the point made above, viz that for each phrasal category there is one
function that is characteristic. 
3. Clauses and Basic Clause Structure
In the discussion above we repeatedly used the English word phrase as the equivalent
of the Italian term sintagma. The English equivalent of the Italian frase is clause (pronounced
like ‘claws’, ‘jaws’ etc). A basic English clause is exemplified by the following:
The Prime Minister completely ignored their advice
In this string of words we can immediately recognise two phrasal structures: the NP the Prime
Minister (with the function of Subject) and the VP completely ignored their advice (consisting
of the verb ignore as lexical head and the NP their advice as NP/Object, with the AP
completely as ‘degree’ specifier as first element in the linear order). In other words:
[NP/Subj  the Prime Minister]   [VP/PRED  completely ignored their advice ]
On the basis of this example we could say that the basic clause structure is as follows:
3What occurs in VP is in the first instance a question of what complementation the
verb (the lexical head of VP) requires (how many complements/what type of complements).
VP may also contain Modifiers. 
4It is sufficient to think that auxiliary verbs can move to the left of the NP/Subject in
inversion structures (for instance to form an interrogative clause: Had the Prime Minister
completely ignored their advice?) and can appear on their own (in elliptical structures:
[Nobody imagined that the Prime Minister had completely ignored their advice but] he had).
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NP/Subject + VP3
But this would in fact give an oversimplified idea even of the basic clause structure. Let us
consider a slightly - only very slightly - more complicated example:
The Prime Minister had completely ignored their advice
It is clear that our original analysis fails to accommodate the auxiliary verb had, which is
certainly not part of the NP/Subject and shows far too much autonomy to be considered part
of VP4: 
[NP/Subj  the Prime Minister]  had  [VP/PRED  completely ignored their advice ]
Indeed, we need to recognise a third position in the basic clause structure:
NP/Subject  +  AUX   + VP
This basic clause structure can appear as follows:
1. As an autonomous structure - i.e. as a sentence (‘periodo’) on its own: 
>> The Prime Minister had completely ignored their advice.
2. As a dependent element, functioning as Complement of some lexical head:
>> They claimed that the Prime Minister had completely ignored their advice
>> They were sure that the Prime Minister had completely ignored their advice
>> They ignored the fact that the Prime Minister had completely ignored their advice
>> They did not even consider the possibility that the Prime Minister had completely ignored
their advice
3. As an Adverbial element (with appropriate conjunction) in a larger clause:
>> Since the Prime Minister had completely ignored their advice, they decided not to vote
Labour again.
>> Given that the Prime Minister had completely ignored their advice, they decided not to vote
Labour again.
>> Although the Prime Minister had completely ignored their advice, they decided to vote
Labour again
4. As Subject of a larger clause (replacing the normal NP/Subject):
5Of course, such clauses are interpreted as if they have Subjects. Thus in the case of
the Italian example the infinitive clause introduced by se is interpreted as if its Subject were
‘Gianni’ (the Subject of the higher clause). 
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>> That the Prime Minister had completely ignored their advice did not surprise them
>> That the Prime Minister had completely ignored their advice was a cruel blow to them
5. As ‘displaced’ or ‘postposed’ Subject of a larger clause (much more common than 4): 
>> It did not surprise them that the Prime Minister had completely ignored their advice
>> It was a cruel blow to them that the Prime Minister had completely ignored their advice
6. As Complement of a preposition (only possible if the interrogative conjunction whether
replaces that):
>> They were talking about whether the Prime Minister had completely ignored their advice. 
Apart from the full finite clauses just illustrated (where the verb selects for tense and shows
agreement with the Subject if this is possible), English (like Italian) also has non-finite clauses.
We begin by illustrating the interrogative type: 
7. Non-finite clauses (infinitival) as Complement of a lexical head:
>> The Prime Minister was wondering whether to ignore their advice. 
>> The Prime Minister was not sure whether to ignore their advice. 
>> The Prime Minister was talking about whether to ignore their advice. 
In these examples the (interrogative) conjunction whether is followed by the ‘infinitive particle’
to (which we may assume occupies the position reserved in finite clauses for the auxiliary verb
- the AUX position illustrated above) and a VP ignore their advice. The strange thing is that
there is no NP/Subject. But a moment’s reflection is sufficient to realise (or perhaps
remember) that in Italian as well infinitive clauses appear without Subjects: Gianni non era
sicuro se partire subito o più tardi5.
Apart from interrogative infinitival clauses with whether, English has non-interrogative
types:  
7a. Subjectless non-finite clauses (infinitival) as Complement of a lexical head:
>> The Prime Minister intended to ignore their advice.
>> The Prime Minister is reluctant to ignore their advice.
>> The Prime Minister’s reluctance to ignore their advice surprised some people.
8. Subjectless non-finite clauses (infinitival) as Subject of a larger clause
>> To ignore their advice would be a mistake
>> To ignore their advice is not a good idea
9. Subjectless non-finite clauses (infinitival) as displaced or postposed Subject of a larger
clause
>> It would be a mistake to ignore their advice 
>> It is not a good idea to ignore their advice 
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Compared to Italian, English has a greater variety of infinitival clauses. Indeed, in this
language infinitival clauses can have an NP/Subject (examples (10a) following); in certain
cases the NP/Subject is introduced by the preposition for (examples (10b) following):
10a. Non-finite (infinitival) clauses with NP/Subject as Complement of a lexical head:
>> The Prime Minister wanted the foreign minister to ignore their advice.
>> The Prime Minister intended the foreign minister to ignore their advice.
>> The Prime Minister believed the foreign minister to be ignoring their advice.
10b. Non-finite (infinitival) clauses with for NP/Subject as Complement of a lexical head:
>> The Prime Minister arranged for the foreign minister to ignore their advice.
>> The Prime Minister was reluctant for the foreign minister to ignore their advice.
>> The Prime Minister’s willingness for the foreign minister to ignore their advice came as a
surprise
10c. Non-finite (infinitival) clauses with for NP/Subject as Subject of a larger clause:
>> For the foreign minister to ignore their advice was unusual.
>> For the foreign minister to ignore their advice was nothing out of the ordinary.
10d. Non-finite (infinitival) clauses with for NP/Subject as displaced or postposed Subject
of a larger clause:
>> It was unusual for the foreign minister to ignore their advice.
>> It was nothing out of the ordinary for the foreign minister to ignore their advice.
